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FRET enhancement close to gold nanoparticles
positioned in DNA origami constructs†
Nesrine Aissaoui,a Kasper Moth-Poulsen,a Mikael Käll,b Peter Johansson,c
L. Marcus Wilhelmssona and Bo Albinsson*a
Here we investigate the energy transfer rates of a Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) pair positioned
in close proximity to a 5 nm gold nanoparticle (AuNP) on a DNA origami construct. We study the distance
dependence of the FRET rate by varying the location of the donor molecule, D, relative to the AuNP while
maintaining a ﬁxed location of the acceptor molecule, A. The presence of the AuNP induces an alteration
in the spontaneous emission of the donor (including radiative and non-radiative rates) which is strongly
dependent on the distance between the donor and AuNP surface. Simultaneously, the energy transfer
rates are enhanced at shorter D–A (and D–AuNP) distances. Overall, in addition to the direct inﬂuence of
the acceptor and AuNP on the donor decay there is also a signiﬁcant increase in decay rate not explained
by the sum of the two interactions. This leads to enhanced energy transfer between donor and acceptor
in the presence of a 5 nm AuNP. We also demonstrate that the transfer rate in the three “particle” geo-
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metry (D + A + AuNP) depends approximately linearly on the transfer rate in the donor–AuNP system,

DOI: 10.1039/c6nr04852h

suggesting the possibility to control FRET process with electric ﬁeld induced by 5 nm AuNPs close to the
donor ﬂuorophore. It is concluded that DNA origami is a very versatile platform for studying interactions
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between molecules and plasmonic nanoparticles in general and FRET enhancement in particular.

Introduction
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is based on a welldefined distance-dependent dipole–dipole interaction within a
donor–acceptor pair. FRET involves non-radiative energy transfer between an electronically excited donor, D, and a ground
state acceptor molecule, A.1 The concept has been used in
numerous studies as a spectroscopic ruler to measure the
distance between donor and acceptor at the nanometer length
scale,2–4 and, thus, has become a useful tool to study structure
and dynamics of biomacromolecules.5,6 Moreover, FRET is the
dominant energy transfer mechanism in photosynthesis and
other light harvesting systems,7–10 in some photovoltaics,11
and in biosensing.12 The dipole–dipole interaction in a FRET
system depends on the optical properties of the coupled donor
and acceptor pair, on the distance separating them, R, and on
the relative orientation of their transition dipole moments.13
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In the presence of metallic nanoparticles, the eﬀect of
the localized surface plasmons (LSP) in modifying FRET
eﬃciencies has been investigated in both experimental14–17
and theoretical18–20 studies. Contradictory results about LSP
enhanced FRET eﬃciency have been shown to depend on the
spectral and geometrical properties such as size and shape of
the metallic nanoparticle (MNP),17,21 or position and orientation of the fluorophore relative to the MNP.15,17,22 Other
studies have shown that the spontaneous emission rate of the
luminescent entity, including radiative and non-radiative rates,
can be altered by the eﬀect of LSP.23–25 Ever since the pioneering works of Purcell and Drexhage,26,27 diﬀerent nanophotonic
geometries have been developed to study how the Förster
energy transfer is modified by the optical environment using
microcavities,28–30 nanoantennas,31 metallic films,32,33 microresonators,34,35 or photonic crystals.36 Many of these studies
have argued that the FRET rate might be entirely controlled by
the localized surface plasmons.28,30,31,33–35 However, disparity
in the observed results can be related to the lack of control of a
multitude of experimental parameters such as donor–acceptor
distance, cross-talk between neighboring FRET pairs, donor–
acceptor transition dipole moment orientation, spatial configuration, etc.22
To better understand the LSP-coupled FRET mechanism
and determine the conditions for enhancement of the FRET
process, it is critical to control the spatial organization of the
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic representation of the assembly of donor–acceptor (denoted D and A, respectively) FRET pairs together with AuNP attached to
the opposite side of the DNA-origami. The four diﬀerent FRET pair positions (D1A–D4A) under investigation are shown simultaneously. (b) AFM
height image (tapping mode in air; z-scale 10 nm; image size 200 × 200 nm) recorded on a AuNP–conjugated DNA origami with a molar ratio
(AuNP : DNA origami) = (2 : 1), deposited on mica surface. The loop representing the unfolded sequence of the DNA scaﬀold is clearly visible. The
white rectangles indicate two DNA origami structures with end stacking. Cross section was taken at the place indicated by the dashed line.

metallic nanoparticles relative to the donor–acceptor FRET
pair. DNA origami has been demonstrated to be a versatile
platform for positioning plasmonic nanostructures and fluorophore molecules with nanometer precision.37–42 In this way,
DNA origami nanostructures have been used to investigate (i)
distance-dependence of energy transfer between FRET
pairs,43,44 (ii) fluorophores or quantum dots quenched by
metal nanoparticles,41,42,45–48 (iii) SERS eﬀects,40,49 and (iv) the
controlled assembly of plasmonic nanostructures for (bio)
nanophotonic applications.50
In this study, a rectangular DNA origami construct has
been used to systematically investigate the distance-dependent
interactions induced by the local field of a 5 nm gold nanoparticle (AuNP) in close proximity to a FRET pair consisting of
Alexa Fluor 568 as donor and Atto 647N as acceptor. The distances were varied by changing the position of the donor while
maintaining fixed locations of the acceptor and AuNP (see
Fig. 1a for schematic drawing). We first verified that nanoparticles and fluorophores were situated on the expected sites
on the origami through estimates of the FRET eﬃciencies in
absence of AuNP and characterized the surface morphology
using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Secondly we investigated
the distance dependent donor–AuNP interactions. Finally, we
studied the complete system containing a donor–acceptor
couple in the vicinity of the AuNP by time-resolved and steadystate fluorescence. In order to describe the interaction between
the donor and acceptor in presence or absence of the 5 nm
AuNP, we considered a simple additive model (see Fig. 2). In
this model we hypothesize that the excited donor is quenched
by a combination of energy transfer to the acceptor and to the
AuNP. Our interest is to understand if the presence of AuNP
induces an enhanced energy transfer, i.e. if there is a larger
degree of donor quenching than accounted for by the individual energy transfer rates to the acceptor and AuNP. The
origin of the observed energy transfer enhancement is discussed in terms of changes in the donor decay rates.
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Fig. 2 Pathways of donor quenching: A combination of energy transfer
to the acceptor – kD–A and to the AuNP – kD–Au quenches the excited
state of the donor. In addition there might be an induced enhanced
energy transfer rate from the donor to the acceptor in the presence of
the AuNP.

Results and discussion
Positioning of dyes and gold nanoparticles using DNA origami
Assembly of donor–acceptor FRET pairs at predefined
locations with nanometer spatial resolution, determined by
the distance between the DNA staple strands, was realized
using a previously reported rectangular origami construct (100
× 70 nm).51 Specific DNA strands were modified with the
fluorophores Alexa Fluor 568 as donor (D) and Atto 647N as
acceptor (A) (see ESI, section 2,† for DNA strands sequences
details), and mixed with the non-modified staple strands and
the M13mp18-viral single stranded scaﬀold.51 Attachment of
5 nm gold nanoparticles (AuNP) was obtained by extending
three staples (capture strands) by 15 nucleotides, complemen-
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Fig. 3 Schematic representation of DNA origami samples labelled with ﬂuorophores in the absence (references) and presence of 5 nm AuNP
(samples), placed on opposite sides of the origami. The diﬀerent D–A distances studied were obtained by varying the location of the donor, keeping
the acceptor and AuNP ﬁxed.

tary to the single strands used to functionalize the AuNP (see
Fig. S1†). The use of three capture strands increases the
binding strength between the AuNP and the DNA origami and
reduces the conformational freedom.41 Details of the AuNP
modification and conjugation to the DNA origami are given in
the Experimental section. The conjugation of AuNP to the
DNA origami was performed according to published procedures with some modifications.52–54 Fig. 1a is a schematic
illustration of the DNA origami design showing the locations
of the modified strands with donor and acceptor fluorophores
and AuNP at opposite sides of the DNA origami. The design,
using both sides of the DNA origami, is chosen to prevent the
dyes from direct contact with the AuNP, thereby avoiding
strong fluorescence quenching eﬀects.55 The successful formation of AuNP–DNA origami conjugates was clearly observed
through AFM imaging (Fig. 1b), showing the rectangular DNA
origami structure with the AuNP at the predefined location.
Cross section profile indicates the approximate diameter of
AuNP ∼ 5 nm and DNA origami dimensions (2 nm is the
expected thickness of the DNA origami and 70 nm is the
lateral distance).
In this study, the system is designed such that the donor
and acceptor are located at diﬀerent distances to each other,
and at the same time in the vicinity of a single 5 nm AuNP. In
these three-“particle” geometries (D + A + AuNP), the locations
of the acceptor and the AuNP are fixed with a distance of
A–AuNP = 8.5 ± 0.3 nm between the acceptor and gold nanoparticle surface while the donor–acceptor distance is varied.
All possible combinations of D, A, and AuNP were prepared in
order to separately investigate the eﬀects of the acceptor, the
AuNP and the combination of acceptor and AuNP on the
excited donor (Fig. 3).
From the design, distances between the dye molecules and
between the dyes and the AuNP surface could be estimated
and are given in Table 1. In the estimated distances, uncertainties are calculated by considering a random conformational
orientation of the linker attaching the fluorophores to the DNA
strands (see ESI, section 3†).
Normalized emission and absorption spectra of the donor
and acceptor together with the absorption spectrum of 5 nm
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Table 1 Fitted time-resolved measurements: distances (R) estimated
from the molecular model of the DNA origami, average lifetimes (τ),
extracted rate constants for donor quenching (kT), and fraction
unquenched donor ( f )

Sample
D1
D1–Au
D1A
D1A–Au
enh f
D2
D2–Au
D2A
D2A–Au
enh f
D3
D3–Au
D3A
D3A–Au
enh f
D4
D4–Au
D4A
D4A–Au
enh f

τb (ns)

fc

kT e (ns−1)

9.1 ± 0.3
4 ± 1.8

3.4 ± 0.05
2.1 ± 0.1
0.52 ± 0.07
0.34 ± 0.05

0.10d
0.10 ± 0.03
0.03 ± 0.01

0.18 ± 0.02
1.6 ± 0.3
2.6 ± 0.4
0.8 ± 0.5

10.2 ± 0.3
7.7 ± 1.7

3.6 ± 0.05
2.5 ± 0.1
2.9 ± 0.1
1.4 ± 0.08

0.10d
0.0 ± 0.01
0.12 ± 0.04

0.12 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.01
0.44 ± 0.04
0.25 ± 0.05

11.5 ± 0.5
7.7 ± 1.7

3.7 ± 0.05
1.9 ± 0.1
2.0 ± 0.2
1.3 ± 0.08

0.10d
0.10d
0.12 ± 0.06

0.26 ± 0.03
0.23 ± 0.05
0.50 ± 0.05
0.01 ± 0.07

15.5 ± 0.7
13 ± 2

3.4 ± 0.05
3.3 ± 0.1
3.3 ± 0.1
3.1 ± 0.1

Ra (nm)

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.01 ± 0.01
0.01 ± 0.01
0.03 ± 0.01
0.01 ± 0.02

a
Estimated distances from the donor to either the acceptor or the
surface of the AuNP. Uncertainties are estimated from the design (see
ESI, section 3). b Average fluorescence lifetimes from tri-exponential
fits. Errors are estimated from inspecting the reduced chi-square
values’ sensitivity to the fitted lifetimes (see Experimental section).
c
Fraction unquenched donor lifetime from tri-exponential fits, see
Experimental section. d Fraction unquenched fixed to 0.10 (10%), see
Experimental section. e Rate constants are calculated as kT(DX) = 1/τDX
− 1/τD where X is A, Au or A + Au as appropriate. f Enhanced energy
transfer due to presence of the AuNP: kenh = kT(DA–Au) − (kT(DA) +
kT(D–Au)).

AuNP are shown in Fig. 4. The characteristic Förster distance
for energy transfer between the donor and acceptor, R0 =
6.4 nm, is calculated from the spectral overlap including a
donor fluorescence quantum yield of 0.69 56 (see Experimental
section, eqn (2)).
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Fig. 4 (a) Normalized absorption and emission spectra of the donor–acceptor pair (Alexa Fluor 568 and Atto 647N), together with the absorption
spectrum of 5 nm AuNP. (b) Steady-state ﬂuorescence emission intensities at λex = 575 nm, indicating donor quenching and acceptor emission
enhancement at donor–acceptor distance D2A = 7.7 ± 1.7 nm.

Fig. 5 (a) Steady-state ﬂuorescence spectra normalized to the DNA absorption at 260 nm, (b) donor ﬂuorescence decays monitored at 603 nm of
DNA origamis labelled with single ﬂuorophores (donor at speciﬁc position D1, D2, D3, and D4), and donor–acceptor FRET pairs at the diﬀerent distances (D1A, D2A, D3A, and D4A) with or without AuNPs. The black lines are numerical ﬁts convoluted by the instrument response function (IRF, gray
line). The diﬀerent combinations: D, D–Au, DA, and DA–Au in (a) and (b) are shown with green, red, blue, and orange lines, respectively. Estimated
distances between donor and AuNP surface and between donor–acceptor FRET pairs are collected in Table 1. Details of distances calculations and
normalization of steady-state emission spectra are described in ESI sections 3 and 7,† respectively.

Fig. 4b shows an example of steady-state emission spectra
of the donor–acceptor FRET pair D2A that have an intermediate D–A distance of 7.7 ± 1.7 nm. The donor has a maximum
emission at 601 nm and the acceptor a maximum emission at
665 nm. For the example shown in Fig. 4b, energy transfer is
signaled by significant decrease in donor emission and

676 | Nanoscale, 2017, 9, 673–683

increase of acceptor emission. Steady-state emission spectra
and fluorescence decays for all combinations of D, A, and
AuNP are shown in Fig. 5.
For samples with only a single donor modification, the lifetimes were, as expected, obtained by fitting to a single exponential model. It should be noted that identical lifetimes were
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obtained for the donor attached at diﬀerent locations on the
DNA origami (see ESI, Fig. S6†) and were also very close to the
value reported for Alexa Fluor 568 in buﬀer solution τD ∼
3.6 ns,56 indicating that the DNA origami itself does not aﬀect
the average lifetime of the attached fluorophore and that no
aggregates are formed under the experimental preparation.57 A
tri-exponential fitting was used for all but the least quenched
samples containing the acceptor and/or AuNP. One of the
exponential components was fixed to the lifetime of the
unquenched donor and its fraction describes the amount of
incompletely labelled structures (e.g. an origami lacking the
acceptor chromophore). The other two (shorter) lifetimes
describe the distribution of transfer rates as a consequence of
the conformational flexibility of the construct. Average
quenched lifetimes were based on the amplitude weighted
average of these two lifetimes (see the Experimental section).
The fluorescence decays of the samples with donor and
acceptor (without AuNP) could be compared to the donor only
samples to estimate the rate of energy transfer as explained in
the Experimental section. These rate constants are collected in
Table 1 and show the expected strong distance dependence. In
addition, the steady state emission spectra qualitatively show
the same trend with higher degree of donor quenching and
acceptor sensitization at shorter distance (Fig. 5a). In order to
verify the origami design, we experimentally estimate the
donor–acceptor distances (R) through the measured energy
transfer rates and the Förster equation (eqn (5) in the
Experimental section):

R ¼ R0

kD
kT ðDAÞ

1=6
ð1Þ

where kT(DA) and kD are the rate constants for energy transfer
and fluorescence decay of the unquenched donor (kD = 1/τD),
respectively. In Fig. 6, the measured and designed distances
are compared showing reasonable agreement, indicating the

Fig. 6 Donor–acceptor distances calculated from lifetime measurements (○) and compared to the design (●). Uncertainties in distances are
estimated from the design (see ESI, section 3† for details about the distance calculation) and estimated errors in the ﬂuorescence lifetimes are
discussed in the experimental section.
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integrity of the formed DNA origami structures as well as confirming the design.
Donor–AuNP energy transfer
In order to ensure maximum assembly yield and at the same
time prevent unspecific quenching due to high amount of
AuNPs dispersed in solution, molar ratios between 0.4 : 1 and
2 : 1 (AuNP : DNA origami) have been tested (see ESI section
5†). In this experiment the donor D1 was kept at a fixed distance to the AuNP surface (∼9 nm). Fluorescence lifetime
measurements indicated similar donor lifetime quenching
when a stoichiometric molar ratio (1 : 1) between AuNP and
DNA origami was used or in the presence of a slight excess of
AuNPs (up to 2 : 1 molar ratio of AuNP : DNA origami).
To ensure suﬃcient yield of the DNA origami–AuNPs conjugate and at the same time avoid unspecific quenching of the
dyes, all subsequent measurements were performed with a
molar ratio of AuNP : DNA origami = 2 : 1.
The absorbance of the 5 nm AuNP overlaps with the donor
emission but less significantly with the acceptor (Fig. 4a). This is
expected to lead to a pronounced coupling between donor and
AuNP, while weaker interactions are expected with the acceptor.
This was also observed experimentally (ESI, Fig. S5†) by comparing the decrease in fluorescence intensity of donor and acceptor
dyes at approximately the same distance from the AuNP ∼ 9 nm.
Once the origami is prepared and the nanoparticles and
fluorophores are verified to be situated on the expected sites on
the DNA origami, the eﬀects of the AuNP on the energy transfer
mechanism can be investigated. First, energy transfer from the
various donors to the AuNP was investigated followed by studying the complete system comprising the pair of donor and
acceptor dyes in presence of the AuNP. In all these measurements the energy transfer rates of the diﬀerent donor–acceptor
or donor–AuNP constructs were obtained from time resolved
fluorescence and were also compared to the corresponding
changes in steady-state fluorescence intensities (Fig. 5). Rate
constants for energy transfer are collected in Table 1 and calculated as described in the Experimental section.
In this study, the donors are designed to be located at distances between 9 and 15 nm from the AuNP. From Table 1, a
significant quenching of the donor fluorescence by the AuNP
is observed for the shortest distance (D1–Au) and tapering oﬀ
with increasing distance. This is the expected general distance
dependence and in Fig. 7 the experimental rate constants are
displayed in a double logarithmic plot and fitted to straight
lines. The optimized slope of the donor–AuNP distance dependence is −5.7 which is fairly close to the value (−6) expected
from the FRET model for energy transfer. In addition, from
the intercept of Fig. 7, an estimate of the characteristic transfer
distance, d0 = 9.2 nm, is obtained for the interaction between
Alexa Fluor 568 and the 5 nm gold nanoparticle. Very similar
results (d0 = 9.3 nm) are obtained if a fit with fixed slope, n = 6,
is used. Here, by considering the 5 nm AuNP to be a molecular acceptor, the d0-value (R0-value) could be estimated from
the 1/R6 distance dependence characteristic of the FRET
model. The characteristic transfer distance obtained from the
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Table 2 Estimated donor ﬂuorescence quantum yields Φf, and AuNP
enhanced radiative, and FRET rate constants, kenh(rad) and kenh,
respectively

Sample

Φf (D)a

Φf (D–Au)a

kenh(rad)b/ns−1

kenh/ns−1

AD1–Au
AD2–Au
AD3–Au
AD4–Au

0.67
0.62
0.45
0.69

0.57
0.38
0.27
0.58

0.08
−0.02c
0.02
−0.03c

0.84
0.25
0.01
0.01

a
Estimated from the steady emission spectra in Fig. 5a and relative to
the fluorescence quantum yield of Alexa Fluor 568 (Φf = 0.69).56 b Rate
constant for the increased radiative rate of the donor calculated as:
Φf ðD  AuÞ Φf ðDÞ c
kenh ðradÞ ¼

. Negative values are due to cancelaτf ðD  AuÞ
τf ðDÞ
tion errors and should be regarded as negligible contributions.

Fig. 7 Double logarithmic plot of the distance dependence for energy
transfer between donor and AuNP. RD–Au is the estimated donor to
AuNP surface distance and linear ﬁts to the generalized Förster equation
(eqn (5) in Experimental section) are shown for an optimized slope of n
= 6.5 (solid), for the Förster model with n = 6 (dashed), and for the NSET
model with n = 4 (dot-dashed). The corresponding characteristic distances are estimated from the intercepts to be d0 = 9.2, 9.3, and 8.4 nm,
respectively.

spectral overlap was estimated to be R0 = 12.5 nm (eqn (6) in
Experimental section) which is quite diﬀerent from the d0 =
9.3 nm found for the fit with fixed slope n = 6. However, since
the Förster model assumes point dipoles situated in the center
of the chromophores, for the AuNP with 5 nm diameter, the
actual distance between the donor and the AuNP surface is
close to the value found experimentally also with the Förster
model. By considering the NSET model for energy transfer to
small AuNPs,58 a line with slope = −4 in Fig. 7 fits the experimental data slightly worse but considering the quite large
uncertainties it cannot be excluded. If a fit with fixed slope,
n = 4, is used, very similar characteristic distance (d0 = 8.4 nm)
is obtained. This value could be compared to the corresponding value estimated by the simple NSET model (eqn (7) in
Experimental section) giving d0 = 8.3 nm. In summary, in spite
of the quite large relative errors in the estimated rates at long
distances, both the FRET and NSET models can be applied to
estimate the characteristic transfer distance d0 for energy
transfer between the molecular donor and the 5 nm AuNP. It
is reassuring that both models yield quite similar characteristic distances and that these distances agree with the respective theoretical estimates.
It should be noted from Fig. 7 and the values of Table 1,
that the sample D3–Au with slightly larger nanoparticle–dye
separation than D2–Au shows larger energy transfer rate. This
is unexpected but could be related to static quenching of a
fraction of the D3 dyes on the DNA origami. In fact, we observe
a lower fluorescence quantum yield (cf. Table 2) while the
lifetime of the D3 dye is similar to the other positions. In
addition, fluorescence anisotropy measurements (not shown)
show that the D1, D2 and D4 dyes are freely rotating (anisotropy close to zero) while the D3 dye has more restricted
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rotational mobility (anisotropy of 0.08). Although not a full
explanation, this observation might in turn indicate partial
stacking of the D3 fluorophore with the DNA bases (usually
guanine) which indeed many times lead to static quenching of
dyes.59–61 Restricted mobility might also lead to changes in
transfer rates due to both distance and orientational factors
related to this unexpected behavior.
Donor–acceptor energy transfer in presence of AuNP
In the three “particle” complete systems with donor, acceptor
and AuNP we expect that both the acceptor and AuNP contribute to the donor quenching. One important question is if, in
addition to the sum of these two energy transfer channels,
there is also an indirect enhancement of the energy transfer
caused by the presence of the AuNP. In Table 1, for each donor
entry the experimentally determined rate constants for energy
transfer are complemented by the diﬀerence between the rate
for the “complete” DA–Au system and the sum of the DA and
D–Au systems. This diﬀerence is denoted enh for enhanced
energy transfer caused by the presence of the AuNP. If the individual measurements of the donor quenching in the DA and
D–Au samples add up to the quenching measured for the complete DA–Au (i.e. if kT(DA–Au) = kT(DA) + kT(D–Au)) we don’t
have any enhancement of the energy transfer. On the other
hand, if the rate constant for the complete DA–Au sample is
larger than the sum, the diﬀerence could be attributed to an
enhancement of energy transfer (kenh = kT(DA–Au)) − (kT(DA) +
kT(D–Au)). For the shortest donor–acceptor distance there is a
substantial diﬀerence in the enhanced total energy transfer
rate. This enhancement decreases rapidly in absolute terms
with increasing donor–acceptor distance and becomes negligible for the largest separation. For the intermediate donor–
acceptor distances (D2A–Au and D3A–Au) the enhancement is
still significant. This shows that the donor quenching in these
three “particle” systems is not merely the sum of the pairwise
interactions between donor/acceptor and donor/AuNP.
FRET rate enhancement in the presence of gold nanoparticle
The presence of the gold nanoparticle clearly has a significant
influence on the rate of energy transfer between the donor and
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Fig. 8 (a) Enhanced energy transfer, kenh, in the three “particle” system, as function of donor–acceptor distance (bottom axis), and donor–AuNP
surface distance (top axis). The lines are guides to the eye. (b) Rate constant for energy transfer, kFRET, in the three “particle” system as function of
kT(D–Au) rates of the donor in presence of AuNP.

acceptor. There are two ways that the presence of the AuNP
influences the excited donor, either through increased intrinsic decay rate of the donor or enhanced energy transfer to the
acceptor. From measurements of the change in lifetimes and
steady-state emission intensities for the donor and donor–
AuNP samples we could directly estimate the change in the
donor radiative rate constant (kenh(rad), Table 2). This change
signals how the AuNP directly influences the donor and can be
compared to our observed enhanced energy transfer rate, kenh.
Note that kenh and kenh(rad) are indeed two separate quantities.
kenh is the increase in FRET rate due to the presence of the
ð0Þ
gold nanoparticle, kenh = kFRET − kFRET where superscript (0)
refers to the situation without the AuNP, (i.e. kFRET = kT(DA–
ð0Þ
Au) − kT(D–Au) and kFRET = kT(DA) in terms of the experimental
quantities defined above), while kenh(rad) is the increase in the
rate of radiative decay involving energy transfer from the
donor to the far field when the Au particle is present, kenh(rad)
ð0Þ
= krad − krad . While separate, these two enhancements are at
the same time related in that they refer to the same geometric
arrangement of the donor molecule and the Au particle, and
therefore can be expected to vary in a similar way as the
donor–AuNP distance changes. For the diﬀerent distances the
radiative rate enhancement is close to negligible. The enhancement eﬀect is therefore attributed to be dominated by
increased non-radiative (FRET) decay rate. For the D1A–Au
sample with the shortest donor–acceptor (and donor–AuNP)
distance there is a significant enhancement of the energy
transfer and this is paralleled by a slightly increased radiative
decay rate. The FRET rate enhancement is about ten times
larger than the increased radiative rate for this shortest distance. For the longer distances the observed enhancements are
much smaller and the radiative eﬀects seem to be negligible.
However, the FRET enhancements for the intermediate distance in D2A–Au are still measurable.
For the longest distances the eﬀect is marginal in absolute
terms and the inherent uncertainties in the rate constants
makes a quantitative comparison between radiative and FRET
eﬀects diﬃcult. It could be noted that the total enhancement
in relative terms, i.e. relative to the total decay rate in the DA–
Au constructs, is fairly constant, about 30–50% for all dis-
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tances (excluding D3). However, as stated above, given the
weakness of the eﬀect at the largest distance it is diﬃcult to
justify a mechanistic discussion at this point. We are planning
to expand this study to bind dimeric AuNP constructs (nanogaps) and to include larger gold nanoparticles on the DNA
origami to investigate if the enhancement eﬀects could be
extended to larger distances.
A diﬀerent illustration of the enhanced energy transfer in
presence of AuNP at diﬀerent donor–acceptor (and donor–
AuNP) distances is shown in Fig. 8a. Similarly to the radiative
changes, the highest non-radiative changes of the donor are
observed at the shortest distances to the AuNP (Table 2). These
results reflect the influence of the 5 nm AuNP to influence the
FRET process as has been shown for other nanophotonic
structures,25,62 and indicate that alteration of donor rates is
strongly distance dependent.23,24,63
Moreover, as has been argued in recent papers,30,31,64 a
linear relationship (Fig. 8b) between the FRET rate in DA–Au
and the energy transfer rate in D–Au systems indicates the
possibility to control FRET rates through the modification of
the electromagnetic field induced by the 5 nm AuNP in
close proximity to the donor fluorophore. These studies indicated that the FRET can be controlled by the photonic environment. There is in the literature an ongoing debate about the
role played by the local photon density of states (LDOS) in
FRET, claiming linear28,30,31,61 as well as non-linear33 relations
between the LDOS and the FRET rate. Here it should be
pointed out that while the rate of spontaneous emission is proportional to the photon LDOS at the emission frequency of an
excited molecule, the FRET rate depends on the response, at
the emission frequency, of a wide spectrum of photon modes.
This is because the FRET process acting at very short donor–
acceptor distances involves photons of a large range of wavelengths. Hence, as discussed for example in ref. 33, spontaneous emission rates and FRET rates need not be linked to
each other. However, in a lot of cases involving metal nanoparticles, enhancements of the photon mode density can
occur over a wide range of frequency and lead to both
increased rates of spontaneous emission and FRET, as this
study, as well as those of ref. 30 and 31, indicate.
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Materials
M13mp18 scaﬀolds were purchased from Bionordika
(Sweden), unmodified staple strands from DNA Technology
(Denmark), and fluorescently modified staple strands purified
by HPLC were purchased from ATDBio (UK). Tris base, acetic
acid, EDTA, 2 mM, magnesium acetate, boric acid, NaCl,
bis( p-sulfonatophenyl) phenylphosphane dihydrate dipotassium salt (BSPP), tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride
(TCEP), and 5 nm gold nanoparticles were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (Sweden). Water used for all experiments was
ultrapure water (Milli-Q, Millipore, Sweden). Amicon ultra-0.5
centrifugal filter units (100 kDa) were purchased from
Millipore (Germany), and G25 micro-spin columns from
Healthcare (UK).
DNA origami structure
The rectangular DNA origami are folded as described in
Rothemund’s original rectangular design.51 The structures are
formed using a single stranded M13mp18 scaﬀold strand at a
concentration of 10 nM with 40–70 times excess of unmodified
staple strands, or fluorescently modified staple strands (Alexa
Fluor 568 and ATTO 647N). The self-assembly of DNA origami
is performed in 1× TAE-Mg2+ buﬀer (Tris base, 40 mM; acetic
acid, 20 mM; EDTA, 2 mM; and magnesium acetate, 12.5 mM;
pH 8.0) by thermal annealing and slow cooling from 85 °C to
5 °C over 4 hours in a thermocycler. At the end, the assembled
origami is washed three times with 1× TAE-Mg2+ buﬀer using
Amicon filters units (100 kDa MWCO) at 14 000 rpm speed for
30 min each time.
Three capture strands are extended from their ends with
15-base-long sticky ends to hybridize the complementary DNA
functionalized AuNP.41,53,65 In all origami–AuNP conjugated
samples, the same 3 capture strands (r-3t14f, r-5t14e, and
r-5t14f with the sequence TGACCAATTGACCGATT at the 5′
end) are used to attach the AuNP.
DNA origami samples labelled with donor and/or acceptor
dyes (Alexa Fluor 568 and Atto 647N, respectively) were
obtained by using the modified staple strand r-5t14e with
Atto 647N, and diﬀerent DNA staple strands labelled with
Alexa Fluor 568, for diﬀerent donor locations, i.e., D1, D2, D3,
and D4 for r-5t16e, r-5t10f, r-5t14f, and r-5t16f, respectively.
Functionalization of the gold nanoparticles
5 nm gold nanoparticles were purchased from Sigma Aldrich
(Sweden). The procedure of modification used in this study is
based on common protocols reported in the literature.37,65–67
(i) AuNP were stabilized through replacement of citrate on
the surface with bis( p-sulfonatopheny) phenylphosphane dihydrate dipotassium salt (BSPP) by adding 3 mg per 10 mL
AuNP. After overnight incubation, the AuNPs were concentrated by adding slowly 370 mg of NaCl under stirring until the
color changed from deep burgundy to light purple. The supernatant was carefully removed after centrifugation for 1 h at
15 000 rpm. AuNPs were then resuspended in 200 µl of BSPP
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(3 mg in 10 ml ultrapure water), and 200 µl of methanol were
added, the supernatant is removed after centrifugation (1 h at
15 000 rpm). Finally, AuNPs were resuspended into 200 μL
BSPP solution. The concentration of the 5 nm AuNPs was estimated from the absorption at 520 nm.
(ii) The disulfide bond in the thiol-modified oligonucleotides was reduced by adding 20 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP) solution in water to DNA solution
using a 1 : 1 vol/vol ratio and incubating at room temperature
for 1 h. The unreacted TCEP was removed using G25 microspin columns (Healthcare, UK).
(iii) Monothiol-modified oligonucleotides and phosphinated AuNPs were incubated at a DNA to Au molar ratio of
more than 200 : 1 in 0.5× TBE buﬀer (89 mM Tris base, 89 mM
boric acid, 2 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) containing 50 mM NaCl for at
least over night at room temperature.
AuNP–DNA conjugates were washed 3 times by centrifugation (45 min at 15 000 rpm each time) using 0.5× TBE
buﬀer to remove the extra free oligonucleotides. The concentration of these AuNP–DNA conjugates was estimated from the
absorption at ∼520 nm using a nanodrop UV-vis spectrophotometer (Thermo scientific, Sweden). Freshly prepared, fully
covered AuNPs did not precipitate in 1× TAE-Mg2+ buﬀer
which is preferable for the formation of DNA origami.
Gold nanoparticles binding
Preformed DNA origami structures were mixed with DNA-functionalized AuNPs using a 1 : 2 molar ratio of the DNA nanostructures to gold nanoparticles. The mixture was cooled from
40 °C to 22 °C over night.53,66
AFM characterization of origami nanostructures
10 μL of 1 nM DNA origami solution was deposited on a
freshly cleaved mica surface for 5 min. The sample was then
rinsed with water and gently dried under nitrogen gas flow.
Images were recorded under tapping mode in air, using a
Dimension ICON scanning probe microscope (Bruker,
Massachusetts, USA) with NP-S oxide-sharpened silicon nitride
tip (NT-MDT, Sweden). The AFM image showed in this paper is
flattened raw data.
Steady state absorption and fluorescence measurements
Steady state absorption and fluorescence measurements were
performed using a Varian Cary 5000 UV-vis spectrophotometer
and a SPEX fluorolog 3 fluorimeter, respectively. The samples
were placed in a 50 μL quartz cell with 3 mm path length. The
fluorescence spectra for FRET were collected over a broad
range of excitation and emission wavelengths, i.e., excitation
spectra (λex = 400–655 nm, λem = 665) and emission spectra
(λex = 575 nm, λem = 585–800 nm). For quantitative evaluation,
the steady-state spectra were normalized to the DNA absorbance at 260 nm (ESI, section 7†). The eﬀect of AuNPs absorption on DNA absorbance was also eliminated according to the
method by Jennings et al.68 (ESI, section 7†). It should be
noted that the correction factor of the emitted light passing
through the sample at λex = 575 nm due to the inner-filter
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eﬀect, which is function of the sample absorbance and the
cuvette geometry,69 was calculated. The calculated errors are
negligible (lower than 0.1%) because of the low measured
absorbance values (<0.03) at λex = 575 nm.
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Time-resolved fluorescence
Fluorescence lifetimes were determined using time correlated
single photon counting. The samples were excited using a
560 nm pulsed laser diode (PicoQuant GMBA). The
photons were collected by a thermoelectrically cooled microchannel plate photomultiplier tube (MCP-PMT R3809U-50;
Hamamatsu) and fed into a multichannel analyzer with a
minimum of 1024 channels. 2500 counts were recorded in the
top channel. The fluorescence decay curves, measured at
603 nm, were fitted to single or multi-exponential expressions
through iterative re-convolution with the IRF using the
program FluoFit Pro v.4 (PicoQuant GMBA).
Fluorescence lifetime analysis
For donor–acceptor labeled DNA samples non-exponential
decays are often observed. The reasons for this could be multifold but the most likely candidates are (1) the flexibility of the
dye conjugation yielding a distribution in distances and (2)
incomplete dye labelling. In the former case for a well behaved
donor–acceptor couple with transfer rates given by the Förster
equation, a distribution of rates as a consequence of the distribution in distances could sometimes be fitted. In this way distribution of distances in double stranded DNA 70 and small
DNA nanoconstructs71 have been estimated through analysis
of time-resolved fluorescence. For incomplete labeling with
samples having a (small) fraction of molecules lacking the
acceptor a bi-exponential decay is expected where one of the
lifetimes is identical to the reference lifetime for the donor
only construct and the other, shorter lifetime, is the one
related to the energy transfer rate. In reality both of these
sources for deviation from single exponential decay operate in
parallel and are often very diﬃcult to separate. In our origami
constructs we observe non-exponential decays for all double
(DA and D–AuNP) and triple (DA–AuNP) modified samples
except for the least quenched ones. Attempts to fit to distribution of distances, including a fraction incompletely labelled,
worked in a few cases but not for the whole set of distances.
We therefore decided to fit all the fluorescence decays (Fig. 5b)
for the doubly and triply modified samples with a tri-exponential model with one of the lifetimes fixed to the unquenched
donor lifetime (∼3.6 ns). The remaining two lifetimes are used
to describe the distribution of transfer rates due to the conformational flexibility of the construct. The average lifetimes in
Table 1 are calculated from the amplitude weighted average of
the two shortest lifetimes describing the energy transfer. The
amplitude of the fixed unquenched lifetime is a measure of
the amount of incomplete labelling and is expected to be quite
small. For the less quenched samples with large donor–acceptor (AuNP) distances there is sometimes an ambiguity between
the fixed lifetime and the distribution of lifetimes and we
decided to fix the fraction of the unquenched decay to 0.10
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(10%) in a few cases. Quality of the fits was judged by inspecting the residuals and reduced chi-squares (χr2) values. Error
estimates were made through varying the fitting parameters
and establishing χr2 – surfaces (e.g. parameters are considered
correct if the χr2 value is below 1.3). Naturally, in a 3-exponential fit there are many sets of parameters that yield similarly
good fits. It turned out, however, that many reasonable statistically significant fits yielded very similar average quenched lifetime so the relative uncertainty in this important variable was
quite low (see Table 1).
Finally, the rate constants in Table 1 were calculated from
the average lifetimes according to:
kT ðDAÞ ¼

1
1

τDA τD

kT ðD  AuÞ ¼
kT ðDA  AuÞ ¼

ð2Þ

1
1

τDAu τD

ð3Þ

1
1

τDAAu τD

ð4Þ

Distance dependence of the energy transfer
For discussing the distance dependence of the energy transfer
a generalized Förster equation is used:
 n
d0
kT ¼ kD
ð5Þ
R
where kD is the rate constant for donor decay (kD = 1/τD) in
absence of the acceptor and R is the separation of donor and
acceptor. d0 is the characteristic distance where the energy transfer rate is equal to the unquenched donor decay rate, i.e. the distance where the energy transfer eﬃciency is 50%. For the Förster
model with n = 6 the characteristic distance is denoted R0:
R0 ¼ 0:211ðκ 2 n 4 ΦD JðλÞÞ1=6 ðin ÅÞ

ð6Þ

where κ2 is a factor describing the relative orientation in space of
the transition dipole moments of the donor and acceptor. For
freely rotating chromophores κ2 is usually assumed to be equal
to 2/3, n is the refractive index, typically assumed to be 1.4 for
biomolecules in aqueous solution, ΦD is donor fluorescence
quantum yield, and J (λ) expressed in M−1 cm−1 nm4, is the spectral overlap between area normalized donor emission and acceptor molar absorptivity calculated using the software Fluor Tool.72
Singlet energy transfer is well described between molecules
at suﬃciently large separation by the Förster equation. For
transfer between molecules (or quantum dots) and AuNPs a
number of models have been discussed in the literature giving
both similar and weaker distance dependence as the Förster
equation. In the NSET model introduced by Strouse and coworkers68 a 1/d4 distance dependence (n = 4) is expected for
small AuNPs and the characteristic distance is given by the
simple equation

d0 ¼ 0:255 

c3 ΦD
ωD 2 ωF kF

1=4
ð7Þ
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where c is the speed of light, ΦD and ωD are the fluorescence
quantum yield and angular resonance frequency, respectively,
of the donor, and ωF and kF are the angular frequency (8.4 ×
1015 s−1) and Fermi wave vector (1.2 × 108 cm−1), respectively,
for bulk gold.
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Conclusions
By combining the ability of DNA origami to control distance
and spatial configuration with nanometer precision with the
optical plasmonic eﬀect of metallic nanostructures, we were
able to create a promising platform that could be considered
an analytical tool to study interactions between dyes and plasmonic nanostructures at the single molecule level. In this
study, the designed origami constructs showed moderate
enhancement of the FRET rates between donor and acceptor
dyes in presence of a 5 nm AuNP. To investigate the mechanism of FRET enhancement, we looked at a simple additive
model. For that we considered that the excited donor, in
addition to be quenched by a combination of energy transfer
to the acceptor (FRET process) and to the AuNP, is experiencing an enhanced energy transfer rate in presence of the
AuNP. This enhancement is mainly explained by an increased
non-radiative contribution to the transfer rate, thus increasing
the action radius of the FRET process. Our results further
showed that the alteration of the donor decay rates is strongly
distance dependent, both for the radiative and non-radiative
decays of the donor in the presence of AuNP, allowing
enhancement of FRET at short donor–acceptor (and donor–
AuNP) distances.
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